EHS Fact Sheet
Pressure Vessels
Introduction

Safety Valves

A pressure vessel is a container designed to hold
gases or liquids at a pressure substantially different
from the ambient pressure.
It is the law that vessels over a certain size and
pressure (15 PSIg) be built to Code, in the United
States that Code is the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code (BPVC), these vessels also require
an Authorized Inspector to sign off on every new
vessel constructed and each vessel has a
nameplate with pertinent information about the
vessel such as maximum allowable working
pressure, maximum temperature, minimum design
metal temperature, what company manufactured it,
the date, its registration number (through the
National Board), and ASME's official stamp for
pressure vessels (U-stamp), making the vessel
traceable and officially an ASME Code vessel.

Safety Valves is a one type of valve that
automatically actuates when the pressure of inlet
side of the valve increases to a predetermined
pressure, to open the valve disc and discharge the
fluid (steam or gas) ; and when the pressure
decreases to the prescribed value, to close the
valve disc again.

Shape of a pressure vessel

Pressure vessels can theoretically be almost any
shape, but shapes made of sections of spheres,
cylinders, and cones are usually employed. A
common design is a cylinder with end caps called
heads.
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Safety Features
Many pressure vessel standards, including the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code either
require pressure vessel designs to leak before
burst.

Types of Protection
•

Thermal Protection: For liquid-packed
vessels, thermal relief valves are generally
characterized by the relatively small size of
the valve necessary to provide protection
from excess pressure caused by thermal
expansion..

•

Flow Protection: characterized by safety
valves that are considerably larger than those
mounted for thermal protection. They are
generally sized for use in situations where
significant quantities of gas or high volumes of
liquid must be quickly discharged in order to
protect the integrity of the vessel or pipeline.
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